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In 1859, Queensland formally separated from New South Wales and became an independent colony. Since then it has grown into a dynamic state renowned for its extraordinary, diverse landscapes, wealth of intellectual and physical resources and a population that appreciates its unique lifestyle.

**OVERVIEW**

*Made in Queensland* examines the evolution of this vast state by considering all aspects of its recent history, from its people and its politics, to its events and its achievements. It charts the social, cultural, political and economic developments that have marked the past and defined the present – from the state’s First Peoples and early colonial ambitions, to the impact of two World Wars and the arrival of international events such as Expo 88 and the Commonwealth Games, to the emergence of a technology-driven economy in the new millennium.

Extensively researched and generously illustrated, *Made in Queensland* captures the defining moments of the state’s history and the everyday life of its people.

*Made in Queensland* includes many engaging anecdotes that will be of great interest to students. The prologue covers the Dreaming through until 1859 and while it does not set out to give a full history of the Aboriginal People in Australia, it gives a short explanation of Aboriginal life in Queensland prior to and after European settlement.

The book also includes content which is relevant and accessible across the curriculum. Economics, government, society, culture and leisure, arts and women’s history and later Queensland’s place in the world. The major stories of Queensland's recent history including the Joh era, Indigenous affairs, the 1982 Commonwealth Games, World Expo 88, The Fitzgerald Inquiry and reforms are addressed in detail.

Anecdotes, primary sources, photographs and historical accounts offer teachers a range of resources for short or more in depth study. Other resources, including television specials, and the many government and media websites developed to celebrate Q150, should be utilised to support learning.
TIMES OF QUEENSLAND IN FOCUS
Made in Queensland is set out in 9 Chapters with a Prologue (From the Dreaming to 1859) and an Epilogue (From Beattie to Bligh: Queensland Politics 2007-2008).

The chapters cover the following eras:
- Colonial Ambitions 1859-1881
- Building and Rebuilding 1881-1901
- Creating a State 1901-1915
- A Country State of Mind 1914-1939
- Country (Reluctantly) Meets the City 1939-1959
- From Brisbane to Mt Isa: new Horizons 1960-1982
- The World is Watching: 1982-1989
- Lock, Stock and Barrel: 1990-2001
- Queensland in the New Century 2001-2006

TOPICS FOR STUDY

Education Systems
- Early Queensland Education: Grammar, Government and Church Schools p25
- Education in the Interwar Period p106
- Postwar Education in Queensland: Coping with the ‘Baby-boom’ p131
- Education in the 1960s and 1970s p164
- Education and the Smart State p250

Social, Cultural and Recreational Queensland
- The Europeans Become Queenslanders: An Emerging Culture p28
- Queensland Culture and Leisure p59
- British to the Bootstraps? Queensland 1901-1915 p68
- Brisbane Identity in the Twenties p98
- The Arts in Queensland: Postwar Blues p133
- The Centenary: A Slice of Queensland Life p139
- The Rush to be Modern: The 1960s and 1970s p143
- The 1982 Commonwealth Games p171
- World Expo 88 p185
- The Arts in the 1980s: Two Steps Forwards, Two Steps Back p187
More than a Sunshine State? Social Transformation in the 1990s p191
Sponsorship and the Arts p205
Interest Groups and Elections p209
Visions of Queensland in Cultural and Public Life 1998-2001 p235

Queenslanders at War
World War I (1914-1939) p85
World War II (1939-1945) p110
A Changed World: the Long-term Impact of the War on Queensland p114

Technology
New Technology after World War I: The Car, the Radio, the Newsreel p90

Politics and Government
The Rise of the Labour Movement p47
Queensland’s Federation Story p51
Women’s Suffrage p65
From Self-help to Suffrage: Government and Citizenship p71
The Road to the Ryan Labour Government p81
Labour in Power: The Early years 1915-1925 p92
Who Runs the Government? The ALP and the Union Movement in the 1920s p100
Depression and Recovery: Queensland Politics 1929-1939 p103
Postwar Queensland Politics: Business as Usual? p118
The Joh Show: Politics and the People 1968-1982 p156
‘In Their Own Right’: National Party Dominance: 1983-1987 p177
The Fitzgerald Inquiry p183
Post-Fitzgerald Politics 1987-1989 p188
The Goss Government p199
The Fitzgerald Reforms p201
The Rise of One Nation p214
• Going Global, Thinking Local? Government and the People 1998-2001 p216
• The Limits of State Power p220
• Overview of Queensland Politics 2001-2006 p246
• The Smart State and the knowledge economy p248

City and Country
• Metropolitan and Regional Changes and Continuities 1990-2001 includes Changes in Brisbane, Daylight Saving, Tourism p225
• The ‘New’ Brisbane p263
• The Regional Boom p267
• The Challenges of Small-town Life in the New Century p269

Other Public Issues
• Tree Clearing p222
• The Queensland Health System (Patel) p258
• Cyclone Larry p259

Economic Development
• Gold, Sugar and Cattle: The Early Development of Queensland p18
• The Business of Government: Infrastructure p23
• Labour versus Capital p36
• The Creation of ‘Modern’ Brisbane p146
• Large-scale Development in the 1960s and 1970s p150
• The Queensland Boom: No End in Sight? p244

Aboriginal People
• European Queenslanders and Indigenous Queenslanders p31
• Indigenous Affairs in the 1960s and 1970s p167
• Indigenous Issues 2001-2006 p253
• Palm Island p256
SOME WAYS TO ENGAGE WITH THE CONTENT

Choose an issue and prepare or recreate a debate addressing it i.e. the Federation conventions, tree clearing laws, daylight savings.

Allocate different eras or aspects of the 150 years to individuals or small groups. Create a giant outdoor timeline or history walk to communicate key events and ideas to an audience.

Undertake a survey or research to identify a list of important moments in Queensland’s history. Prepare and research arguments to advocate for which should top the list as most significant.

Undertake some planning for the future of Queensland. What do you think a history of Queensland written in another 150 years would say about your local area or aspects of Queensland life?

There are many turning points in Queensland’s history, some examples are election victories or the choice of railway network or even the initial decision about where the Queensland border would be. Identify one such turning point and discuss the impact it had and how a different decision may have changed Queensland’s course.

Create dramatic re-enactments or short documentary style segments addressing aspects or personalities from Queensland’s history (The ABC’s Pathways to Federation series is a good example of this genre).

Consider the role that your local community/family/interest area has played in the development of Queensland. Collect some primary materials or conduct some interviews to help you to write a historical account or an additional chapter for this book.

Compare descriptions of Brisbane over the years. What have been the most significant changes? Do different sources from different times give varying perspectives? What may account for these perspectives? Do the sources have a clear purpose of point of view? Choose some descriptions and write about the same topic but from a different point of view.

Invite a panel of local people who have lived through various eras of Queensland’s development to address your class and answer questions.

What historical documents exist in your school library to document the establishment and development of your school?
Regional towns and cities have played a major role in Queensland’s development over the years. Choose a town or region and consider how and why it was established and how it has contributed to aspects of Queensland’s development.
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